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What is your legacy 
as a researcher?

Adapted from J. G. Cham, Prof. Smith’s rules for advising grad students (& 
postdocs), 1st edition. Los Angeles, CA: Piled Higher and Deeper Pub., LLC, 2018.



Research Artifact: any digital object that is 
either created by the authors of a study or 

generated by experiments
Association for Computing Machinery. Artifact Review 

and Badging Version 1.1 - Aug. 24, 2020

Images from https://www.flaticon.com/

https://www.flaticon.com/


Research Artifacts

“foster replicability and 
reusability” 

R. Heumüller, et. al, ‘Publish or perish, but do not forget 
your software artifacts’, Empir Software Eng, 2020

“citation advantage” 
G. Colavizza, et. al, ‘The citation advantage of linking

publications to research data’, PLoS ONE, 2020

“validation of claims and 
result”

B. Hermann, et. al, ‘Community 
expectations for research artifacts and 

evaluation processes’, in ESEC/FSE 2020
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Artifact Evaluation (AE) in Software Engineering
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Artifact Evaluation (AE) in Software Engineering
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Problem Statement
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Lack of consensus on well-
defined quality thresholds

Subjective Quality 
Criteria

Limited experience 
with artifacts

Hermann, B.; et al. Community expectations for research artifacts and evaluation processes. Proceedings of the 28th ACM 
ESEC/FSE. 2020. Available at: <https://doi.org/10.1145/3368089.3409767>. 

https://doi.org/10.1145/3368089.3409767


Research Objective

How can one define domain-specific guidelines for 
artifact sharing in MDE research? (RQ1)

Evaluate:
• Challenges encountered by MDE experts? (RQ2) 
• High-priority practices? (RQ3) 
• Quality of the proposed MDE-specific guidelines? (RQ4)
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Methodology



Methodology
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1) Identification of practices for artifact sharing
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TACAS. TACAS 2019 - ETAPS 2019. Available at <https://conf.researchr.org/track/etaps-2019/tacas-2019-papers#Artifact-Evaluation>. 

https://conf.researchr.org/track/etaps-2019/tacas-2019-papers#Artifact-Evaluation


1) Identification of practices for artifact sharing

We analyzed eight guidelines sets for artifact sharing:

1)The ACM Artifact Review and Badging

2)The EMSE Open Science Initiative 

3)The Journal of Open Science Software (JOSS)

4)The Journal of Open Research Software (JORS)

5)The Guidelines by Wilson et al. (2017)

6)The NASA Open Source Software Projects

7)The TACAS artifact evaluation guideline

8)The CAV artifact evaluation guideline
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R. Heumüller, et. al, ‘Publish or perish, but do not forget your 
software artifacts’, Empirical Software Engineering, 2020

284 general-purpose
research practices



2) Categorization of practices and 3) Definition of factual questions 

• Five Ws and two Hs (5W2H) as content tags

• Gaining insights on types of questions could be addressed

• Present practices as answers to factual questions

• Mind mapping for data representation

• Provide directions to the definition of factual questions

• Kick off the creation of domain-specific guidelines

2) Classification of best practices

What

Why

Where

Who

When

How

How much
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As part of the What perspective, we assigned practices associated with the overall description, context and content of the artifact. As part of the Where perspective, we assigned practices associated with repository hosting, artifact citation and related work. As part of the Why perspective, we assigned practices associated with the reasoning to create an artifact, its objectives and main advantages. As part of the Who perspective, we assigned practices associated with usage rights, licensing, authors’ details, and funding agencies. As part of the When perspective, we assigned practices associated with version control and identification, updates, and future plans. As part of the How perspective, we assigned practices associated with the environment setup, replications, analysis of results, and repurposing. Finally, as part of the How much perspective, we assigned practices associated with quantitative information about system requirements and the time needed to run the artifact. 



4) Design and refinement of the MDE-specific guidelines

• Guidelines refinement (Initial set of 284 practices)

• Restructured as 77 practices

• Missing concerns important to MDE artifacts

• E.g., Model semantics, syntax, and technologies

• Analyzed two studies on MDE tools/repositories

• Final guideline set: 19 factual questions + 84 practices

4) Design and refinement

MDE

MDE
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5) Survey with MDE Experts

• Time window: April-May 2021

• Participants invited via e-mail:

• Ex-members of MoDELS AECs

• Coauthors of papers (in the last 3 years):

• MoDELS and SoSyM linked to an artifact

• PlanetMDE list <planetmde@univ-grenoble-alpes.fr>
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Results



Guidelines for MDE Research Artifacts Sharing (RQ1)

• Our guidelines included:

• 84 best practices + 19 factual questions

• By products of this study have been: 

• Versioned on GitHub 

• Archived on Zenodo

• Shared on arXiv
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https://mdeartifacts.github.io/

https://mdeartifacts.github.io/
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5109401
https://github.com/damascenodiego/mdeartifacts.github.io
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5109401
https://arxiv.org/abs/2108.04652


Survey demographics and experiences with artifacts (RQ2)
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90 participants

Meaningful collective experience

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“Our participants have meaningful collective experiences with research artifacts.“



How do our guidelines address challenges encountered by MDE experts? (RQ2)
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How do our guidelines address challenges encountered by MDE experts? (RQ2)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the What, How and How Many perspectives, we identified various practices able to address challenges from C2 to C7.Examples:relying on well-maintained  librariesreporting known issues/bugs/limitations, and Indicating of library names and their respective version identifiers.



How do MDE experts prioritize the practices? (RQ3)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
the only questions that did not have top priority practices were:“3.2) Where shall I cite?”“4.3) Who funded this project?”“5.2) When do future changes shall happen?““6.6) How could it be repurposed?”



What is the quality of the proposed guidelines? (RQ4)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In these plots, we show the frequency of scores for completeness, clarity, and relevance with their respective medians indicated as a vertical dashed line.Overall, for all three dimensions, more than 92% of our participants reported positive quality scores.



What is the quality of the proposed guidelines? (Improvements)
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Implications



AEC members

3.Complement other initiatives, e.g., 

ACM SIGSOFT Empirical Standards

4.Kick off the creation of venue-

specific guidelines or FAQs 

Artifact authors

1.Toolkit for artifact creation, sharing 

and maintenance in MDE research

2.Drive authors to top-priority 

challenges in reusing MDE artifacts

Implications for
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Final Remarks



Final Remarks
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Future Work
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Sub-group analysis 
(e.g., gender, roles)

User stories from 
artifact stakeholdersRetrospectives after artifact reviewing/usage

Other domains 
(e.g., software product lines)

Other artifact types and viewpoints
(e.g., non-coding artifacts, industrial research)



Questions?

Carlos Diego N. Damasceno a and Daniel Strüber a,b

d.damasceno@cs.ru.nl, d.struber@cs.ru.nl

Radboud University a and Chalmers | University of Gothenburg b

ACM/IEEE 24th International Conference on Model Driven Engineering Languages and Systems

To access the 
guidelines…



5) Survey with MDE Experts
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5) Survey with MDE Experts
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